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Svensk sammanfattning/Summary in Swedish

Konstgjorda katalysatorer spelar en avgörande roll i många processer inom den
kemiska industrin, samt i miljöorienterade applikationer som t ex katalytisk av-
gasrening. Forskning om, och utveckling av katalysatorer och deras ingående
material är därför av stor betydelse. Metalloxider är intressanta material för
katalysapplikationer eftersom de i allmänhet är slitstarka och tål hög värme.
Förståelsen av kemin på metalloxidytor är därför ett viktigt steg i utvecklingen
och förbättringen av dessa material. En detaljerad beskrivning av ytkemiska
processer på en atomär nivå är svår att erhålla från experimentella resultat,
även om avancerad mikroskopi, under ideala förhållanden, kan generera struk-
turell information med atomär upplösning. Därför utgör teoretisk modellering
av ytkemi ett viktigt komplement till experimentella metoder.

Att teoretiskt beskriva kemin på en metalloxidyta är dock långt från oprob-
lematiskt. Den största svårigheten ligger i att beskriva ett storskaligt objekt
(ytan) och samtidigt beskriva den atomära och elektroniska strukturen. Elek-
tronstrukturberäkningar är mycket krävande i fråga om datorkraft, vilket sätter
gränsen för system som är möjliga att studera till några 100-tal atomer. Detta
är dock ofta inte tillräckligt för en realistisk beskrivning av en metalloxidyta.
Istället måste man konstruera modellsystem som, på ett så realistiskt sätt som
möjligt, fångar de egenskaper hos ytan som kan antas vara viktiga för den kemi
man vill studera.

Eftersom metalloxider oftast är kristallina material kan man utnyttja trans-
lationssymmetrin hos kristallstrukturen genom att, istället för att beskriva hela
ytan, beskriva en liten del av den med periodiska randvillkor i två dimensioner
(2D). På detta sätt skapar man en modell som beskriver kristallytan som en
mycket tunn film med oändligt stor area (Fig. 1). Denna modell löser, till viss
del, problemet med en storskalig beskrivning av ytan, men filmens tjocklek
förblir mycket begränsad. Ett annat problem med denna modell är att trans-
lationssymmetrin i verkligheten bryts p g a metalloxiders ytkemi i hög grad
påverkas av defekter och adsorberade molekyler. Med den periodiska modellen
kommer även dessa defekter att reproduceras periodiskt. Ett sätt att möta detta
problem är att öka storleken på den periodiskt repeterade enheten av atomer så
att avståndet mellan en defekt och dess periodiska avbilder ökar, men då blir
antalet atomer åter en begränsning.

Alternativet till den 2D periodiska modellen är ett kluster (Fig. 2). Tanken
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Figur 1: Schematisk bild av den periodiska ytmodellen där en liten del av ytan
beskrivs med periodiska randvillkor. För en yta med defekter och ad-
sorberade molekyler, som bryter translationssymmetrin hos kristall-
strukturen, blir den periodiska beskrivningen problematisk.

Figur 2: Schematisk bild av klustermodellen. En liten del av ytan beskrivs
noggrant medan resten av ytan ersätts av en förenklad modell.
Svårigheten med denna modell ligger i att minimera de fel som den
förenklade beskrivningen av klustrets omgivning ger upphov till.

bakom denna modell är att den beräkningsmässigt kostsamma beskrivningen
av elektronstrukturen kan begränsas till en liten del av ytan och att resten
av ytan kan ignoreras eller beskrivas med en betydligt enklare metod (s k
inbäddning). Denna modell är särskilt lämpad för lokala ytfenomen som bryter
translationssymmetrin. Nackdelen är dock att den förenklade beskrivningen av
klustrets omgivning ger upphov till fel i elektronstrukturen, särskilt i de yttre
delarna av klustret. I denna avhandling har båda modellerna ovan använts, men
tonvikten ligger på klusterberäkningarna.

För att förstå ett materials katalytiska egenskaper behövs dock inte bara
strukturell information. Dynamiken spelar också en viktig roll för materialets
ytkemiska egenskaper. Vid simulering av dynamik antar man oftast att atomer-
nas rörelser kan beskrivas enligt klassisk mekanik. Atomerna flyttas stegvis un-
der simuleringen och varje förflyttning beräknas utifrån kraften på varje atom.
Interaktionen mellan atomerna beskrivs antingen med en fördefinierad interak-
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tionspotential eller med hjälp av elektronstrukturberäkningar. Att använda en
fördefinierad potential är i regel mindre resurskrävande, om än mindre flexi-
belt, vilket gör att större system kan simuleras under längre tid.

I denna avhandling har dynamiska simuleringar använts för att undersöka
hur tillfälliga dynamiskt distorderade ytstrukturer påverkar kemiska process-
er på ytan. En storskalig, dynamisk beskrivning av metalloxidytorna har
erhållits med hjälp av fördefinierade interaktionspotentialer och periodiska
strukturmodeller. Informationen från dessa simuleringar har sedan använts som
utgångspunkt för elektronstrukturberäkningar med hjälp av en inbäddad klus-
termodell. En stor del av avhandlingen berör konstruktionen av klustermod-
ellen och dess inbäddning samt metoden att kombinera dynamiska och statiska
beräkningar.

De kemiska system som studerats är ytsyrevakanser i ceriumdioxid samt
adsorption av kolmonoxid på ytor av magnesiumoxid och ceriumdioxid. Klus-
terberäkningarna visar att när en neutral syrevakans skapas på ceriumdioxidy-
tan lämnas två elektroner kvar som lokaliseras på två ceriumjoner närmast
vakansen. Den energi som krävs för att avlägsna en syreatom från ytan är
relativt hög, men dynamiska strukturförändringar kan drastiskt sänka den-
na energi. Simuleringar av ceriumdioxid, där 1/8 av ceriumjonerna bytts ut
mot kalciumjoner, indikerar också att den lokala strukturen kring syrejoner-
na i ytan spelar en avgörande roll för energikostnaden för vakansbildning.
Beräkningar av kolmonoxidadsorption visar svag adsorption (fysisorption) på
katjoner i ytlagret för både magnesiumoxid och ceriumdioxid. På ceriumdiox-
idytan förekommer även kemisorption där kolmonoxid bildar ett karbonatlik-
nande komplex på ytan. För kolmonoxid på magnesiumoxid har också dy-
namiska struktureffekter studerats. Den dynamiska variationen i adsorption-
senergi har funnits bero dels på variationer i det elektrostatiska fältet och dels
på variationer i den lokala ytstrukturen.

Dynamiska simuleringar där alla interaktioner beskrivs med hjälp av elek-
tronstrukturberäkningar kan i teorin erbjuda en komplett beskrivning av kemin
på en metalloxidyta, men att realistisk beskriva ytkemin med defekter, ad-
sorberade molekyler och kemiska reaktioner med denna metod är dock inte
genomförbart i dagsläget. Resultaten i denna avhandling visar hur man,
genom att kombinera dynamiska simuleringar med statiska elektronstruk-
turberäkningar, kan erhålla värdefull information om hur dynamiken påverkar
olika ytkemiska egenskaper.
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Introduction

Metal oxides and other ceramic materials have shown great potential as com-
ponents in heterogeneous catalysts because of their resistance to wear, corro-
sion and high temperature, which makes them functional over a range of op-
erating conditions. The use of metal oxides in heterogeneous catalysis can be
divided into two categories: (i) use as a support material for the active material
(for example noble metal particles) and (ii) use as an active catalyst. In both
cases, a detailed atomic level understanding of the surface chemistry of these
oxides is beneficial for further technical developments in heterogenous cataly-
sis. In this thesis, surfaces of ceria and magnesia have been studied. Magnesia
surfaces are commonly used model systems for oxide support materials and
ceria is used as a component in car catalysts where it acts both as a support and
as an active material.

Understanding the chemistry of metal oxide surfaces poses a great challenge
for computational chemists. A surface of a crystal or a thin film is a macro-
scopic object and a realistic computational model will formally require a large
system description while, at the same time, the understanding of the chemi-
cal processes occurring on the surface will require an atomic-level description.
Quantum mechanical (QM) calculations or force field (FF) based atomistic
calculations can provide atomic level information, but both are limited to a
relatively small number of atoms, and therefore, much effort has been spent
on constructing structural models to approximate the real world systems. For
systems with 3-dimensional (3D) translational symmetry in the atomic posi-
tions, the problem can be overcome using models imposing periodic boundary
conditions. For the surfaces and polymer chains, however, the translational
symmetry is broken and the limited number of atoms afforded again becomes
a problem in the dimensions where the system is finite.

The periodic surface model used in this thesis is a 2D slab which is infinite
(periodic) in two directions, but finite in the third. This means that the surface
is approximated using an extremely thin sheet of material, since the afforded
number of atoms usually limits the thickness of the slab to a few nm. For an
ideal surface, this model often works well, but the surface chemistry of oxides
is often dependent on defects [1] that break the 2D periodicity of the slab.
The presence of defects complicates the use of any periodic model (1D, 2D or
3D), since the boundary conditions will produce periodic images of the defect,
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which can interact with each other. This can be counteracted by increasing the
size of the periodic unit to include more atoms (super-cell), so that the distance
between the defect and its periodic images increases, although at a higher, and
eventually prohibitively high, computational cost.

The finite cluster model is an alternative to the periodic super-cell approach.
Instead of focusing on modeling the large scale object (crystal, surface, or
polymer), this model treats a relatively small cluster of strategically located
atoms, typically centered at a local defect site. The idea behind this approach
is that, using a big enough cluster, the interactions of the centermost atoms of
the cluster with the atoms outside the cluster (i.e. with the remainder of the
crystal, surface or polymer) can be ignored or at least treated in some approx-
imate manner (a so called embedding). For materials with significant covalent
bonding, the broken, so called dangling, bonds at the cluster boundary will
also need special attention. The embedded-cluster model is somewhat inap-
propriate for the ideal system, but for local defects it can overcome the prob-
lem with interacting defects in the periodic approach. For some materials there
will be long range interaction that cannot be easily approximated, and thus the
embedded-cluster model will not always be suitable. However, for ionic ma-
terials like metal oxides the embedded-cluster model is well suited, which is
why it has been the method of choice in the research covered in this thesis.

Apart from the challenging structural complexity of oxide surfaces, temper-
ature effects will play an important role in the chemistry occurring at a surface.
Therefore, realistic modeling of an oxide surface needs to account for the dy-
namics of the surface. This issue can be addressed by means of Molecular
Dynamics (MD) simulations both in the form of force field based MD and so
called ab initio-MD, where forces are derived from QM calculations. How-
ever, simulating the time evolution of the system is in both cases much more
demanding than a single point energy evaluation or geometry optimization. As
far as the ab initio-MD approach is concerned, at present, only short simula-
tions of very small surface systems can be afforded, which may be inadequate
based on the discussion above. The much less expensive force field approach
allows the treatment of larger systems and longer simulation times, but is on
the other hand often unsuitable to treat surface systems involving the break-
ing and forming of chemical bonds, which usually require full QM treatment
beyond what can be provided using a predefined force field.

In this thesis, a method for combining force field based MD simulations
with QM embedded-cluster calculations is presented. The aim of the method
is to study the chemical implications of dynamic events occurring at metal ox-
ide surfaces. A detailed description of the method and the embedded-cluster
procedure is found in Paper I. Embedded-cluster calculations have been per-
formed for two surface systems: MgO(001) (Papers I and II) and CeO2(110)
(Papers III, IV and V). MgO was chosen for its importance as a material and as
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a benchmarking system, not least the CO/MgO(001) system, which is the first
application of our method (Paper II), has been thoroughly studied both theo-
retically and experimentally. The abundance of reference data for this system
makes it an ideal system for testing our method. CeO2 was chosen because of
its use as a support and oxygen storage material in car catalysts [2]. Ceria has
also been reported to display catalytic activity of its own, and an understand-
ing of the CeO2 surface chemistry is therefore particularly important. Here,
the formation of O vacancies and partial reduction of surface Ce ions is an
especially interesting problem. The (110) surface, being metastable compared
to the other low index surfaces of ceria, has been suggested to be catalytically
active [3,4] and earlier MD simulations have also reported interesting dynamic
behavior for this surface [5], which motivates the application of the MD+QM
procedure to this surface.

The results in this thesis have been obtained through a considerable amount
of method development especially with respect to the embedding scheme and
the MD+QM method, but also with respect to the methods used to analyze
the results. The next Chapter lists the main results and findings in this thesis.
Chapter 3 describes the embedding and the MD+QM method presented in Pa-
per I and the analysis used to ascertain the quality of our model. Chapter 4
summarizes the results from the applications in Papers II-V. In Chapter 5,
concluding remarks and a future outlook are presented.
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Interesting results and aspects of this thesis
work

This chapter summarizes some of the main results and findings in this thesis
work.

• The direct comparison of the electron density and electrostatic potential,
given by the embedded-cluster model and the periodic model, made it
possible to assess the quality of the embedded-cluster model.

• Our evaluation of the embedded-cluster model showed that the effect
of different embeddings is significant and that a sophisticated embed-
ding scheme is important in the combined MD+QM approach, where
distorted surface structures play an essential role.

• The time variations in the CO/MgO(001) adsorption energy could, to a
good approximation, be expressed as a linear function of the electrostatic
field as determined by the optimized shell-model charges of the MD
snapshots. This function was used as a cost-effective tool for estimating
the time variation of the CO/MgO(001) adsorption energy at different
temperatures.

• Wavefunction based calculations of the distribution of the two ex-
cess electrons left behind when a surface O vacancy is created on the
CeO2(110) surface showed that the spin density accumulates at the
neighboring Ce ions, and that occupied Ce4f states appear in the band
gap.

• Large thermal variations were found in the energy required to remove
surface O for the CeO2(110) surface at 300 K, but the spin density dis-
tribution appeared almost unaffected by the dynamics.

• The time variation of the QM derived O vacancy formation for
CeO2(110) surface at 300 K was possible to estimate using the force
field of the MD simulation as an interaction model.

• The time variation of the surface O vacancy formation for Ca doped
CeO2(110) indicated that, although the dynamics is important, the local
structure has a larger impact on the vacancy formation energy.
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• The embedded-cluster calculations for CO adsorption on the CeO2(110)
surface showed both physisorption and chemisorption, and helped clar-
ify discrepancies existing in the literature.

• The comparison between periodic DFT calculations and embedded-
cluster calculations in the case of CeO2(110) show how results from
cluster and periodic calculations are complementary, rather than com-
peting.

• In general, this thesis work demonstrates the applicability of the com-
bined MD+QM approach.
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Theoretical methods for metal oxide surfaces -
strategies and developments in this thesis

With the combined MD+QM method (Fig. 3.1) presented in this thesis we try
to exploit the advantages of both force field based MD simulations and QM
cluster calculations. The MD simulation technique allows us to model systems
of significant size for an extended period of time, which is necessary for a re-
alistic modeling of processes where temperature effects and structural defects
play important roles. The quantum mechanical methods (wavefunction based
and DFT), on the other hand, provide the flexibility required to describe com-
plex changes in the electronic structure where predefined interaction models
are inadequate. A significant part of the development of the MD+QM method
in this thesis has been devoted to the implementation and testing of the embed-
ding procedure used in the QM cluster calculations and of methods for corre-
lating the results from the cluster calculations to data more cheaply obtained
from the MD trajectories and the FF interaction model.

The combined MD+QM procedure (Fig. 3.1), as a whole, will be discussed
in Section 3.2. In the following section the details of the third and fourth step
is described in detail.

MD

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 3.1: Schematic representation of the four steps involved in the com-
bined MD+QM method. (a) the MD simulation, (b) selecting a
suitable site from the MD output, (c) replacing the surroundings of
the cluster with the embedding and (d) performing QM calculation
using the embedded-cluster.
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3.1 Embedded-cluster calculations for metal oxides

The chemistry on oxide surfaces is closely connected to the chemical behavior
of surface defects [1]. Even for relatively inactive oxides like MgO, the pres-
ence of defects will often drastically change the surface chemistry [6–8]. The
problem of performing electronic structure calculations which simultaneously
describe the infinite surface and a localized defect is often addressed using the
periodic super-cell approach. However, large structural defects may require
very large super-cells making the calculation prohibitively expensive, and even
in cases where the super-cell approach is applicable, results for truly isolated
defects can only be obtained by extrapolating results for a series of calculations
with increasing super-cell size. This size problem in principle appears for all
surface systems where the translational symmetry is broken e.g. for adsorbed
molecules on the surface or for temporary distortions to the surface structure
caused by thermal motion.

Apart from overcoming the problem with periodically repeating local struc-
tures at the surface or in the bulk, the cluster approach also has the advantage
that one is not restricted to the limited number of methods currently available
in periodic electronic structure codes, but can make use of the great variety of
molecular quantum-mechanical (QM) methods, which make use of explicitly
correlated wavefunctions.

Several types of embedded-cluster models have been presented in the liter-
ature. These models differ mostly in the way the effects of the surroundings
are incorporated in the QM cluster. The different approaches to this problem
range from ignoring the surroundings completely [9] to using point charge
(PC) [10–22] and multipole [23] embedding schemes, relaxed shell-model
ion embedding [24–28] or the perturbed cluster embedding scheme [29, 30].
Within each of these categories there exists different variants with varying de-
grees of sophistication. Some PC embedding schemes include effective core
potentials (ECPs) to model the ions closest to the quantum cluster [11–14,16],
an approach which has also been used within the shell-model ion embedding
scheme [27,28]. Some methods combine both PC embedding and shell-model
ion embedding [27, 28].

In our combined MD+QM method, the positions and polarization of all ions
are determined during the MD simulation. Therefore, the relaxed shell-model
ion embedding schemes, where the polarization of the surrounding ions are
relaxed with respect to the interaction with the QM-treated cluster, are not
suitable. The perturbed cluster model requires knowledge of the electronic
structure of the surface system as a prerequisite for the embedded-cluster cal-
culations and is therefore also not suitable for our large MD slab systems,
which provide the MD snapshots. Instead we employ a PC embedding scheme
where a set of PCs, positioned some distance away from the QM cluster, are
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Fitted PCs

Model PCs 

ECPs

QM cluster

Figure 3.2: Schematic picture of the embedded-cluster model used throughout
this thesis. The shaded areas indicate the part of the surface that is
included in the QM calculation (as PCs, ECPs or fully quantum-
mechanically treated atoms). The model PCs are point charges
corresponding to the charges used for the Coulombic interactions
in the MD simulation (a shell and a core charge for each ion).

fitted to accurately reproduce the Madelung potential (as determined by the
FF ionic charges) within the cluster region, and naked ECPs (without basis
functions) are used to represent the cations close to the cluster to minimize
exaggerated polarization of cluster anions caused by nearby PCs.

The embedding scheme was described in detail in Paper I. PCs are placed
on the surface of a sphere (Fig. 3.2) surrounding a part of the surface. Within
this sphere, ions are selected to form the QM cluster and are either treated
explicitely or as naked ECPs. The remaining ions are treated as pairs of PCs
corresponding to the core and shell charges at the positions taken from the MD
snapshot. The PCs on the spherical surface are fitted to reproduce the contri-
bution to the electrostatic potential (for a set of grid points) inside the sphere,
from the metal oxide slab ions outside the sphere. This external reference po-
tential is calculated using the 2D Ewald summation technique [31, 32] also
used in the MD code [33]. In all cases the quality of the fitted PCs was then
tested using a denser set of grid points in the region of the QM cluster.

3.1.1 Mimicking the Madelung potential
Fitting the PCs is a delicate task, where the result can be very sensitive to
the number and positions of the PCs and grid points. Several different fitting
schemes have been reported earlier [17–19, 21, 22]. In this thesis, the spheri-
cal arrangement described above, which is similar to the one used in Ref. 22,
was found to be the most successful for the different systems we have studied,
giving a consistently good representation of the external potential. Using more
elaborate distributions of the PCs may improve the efficiency of the embed-
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ding procedure, requiring fewer PCs to be fitted. However, the spherical ar-
rangement has proved to be robust and does not require any modification when
changing between surfaces of different chemical composition and structure.
Since the computational cost for the charge fitting is small compared to the
subsequent QM calculations, tailoring the positions of the PCs for efficiency
reasons has not been meaningful.

3.1.2 Quality assessment of the embedded-cluster model

Regardless of the sophistication of the embedding scheme used to suppress the
boundary effects of the cluster, the quality of the embedding can only be ascer-
tained through comparison with periodic calculations for clean surfaces where
the periodicity does not produce artefacts (by periodically repeating defects,
adsorbed molecules, etc.). For a clean slab systems a periodic electronic struc-
ture calculation can thus serve as valuable references for the embedded-cluster
calculations if matching levels of theory are used in both calculations. In Pa-
per I, such direct comparisons between periodic and cluster results were made
both for ideal MgO surfaces and for dynamically perturbed surfaces from MD
simulations using a simulation box small enough to be used also as the periodic
unit in the electronic structure calculations. The periodic calculations were
performed using the CRYSTAL98 [35] and CRYSTAL03 [36] codes, which
use a CO-LCAO (Crystal Orbitals - Linear Combination of Atomic Orbitals)
approach. This allows for the same type of atomic basis sets to be used in both
the periodic and the embedded-cluster calculations (the latter were performed
using the Gaussian98 [37] and 03 [38] codes).

The cluster-periodic comparison was carried out with respect to both the
electrostatic potential and the difference electron density (∆ρ), calculated by
subtracting the periodic density from the cluster density. The ∆ρ gives a good
measure of how well the surface ions are described within the cluster. Fig. 3.3
shows ∆ρ for the upper part of an ideal periodic 9-layer CeO2(110) slab and a
cluster used for CO adsorption on the O bridge position in Paper V. Both calcu-
lations were performed at the Hartree-Fock (HF) level using the same basis set.
Fig. 3.3a shows the total periodic electron density, whereas Figs. 3.3b-d shows
the ∆ρ for the same cluster, but with different embeddings. As the quality of
the embedding is improved, from no embedding (Figs. 3.3b), to embedding
using ECPs and ∼1000 shell-model ions from the MD slab (Fig. 3.3c), and
finally to the fully embedded-cluster according to the procedure in Paper I, the
features of the ∆ρ in the cluster region are seen to diminish. The figure clearly
demonstrates the importance of incorporating all the different components of
our embedding scheme.

The ∆ρ cannot provide information about the quality of the cluster model in
the region above the surface. For this reason, the electrostatic potential above
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CeO2(011)

(a) periodic slab (b) naked cluster

(c) cluster + ECPs + PCs (d) fully embedded cluster

Figure 3.3: (a) The total periodic electron density for a 9-layer ideal CeO2
slab and the difference electron density (∆ρ = ρ(cluster) −
ρ(periodic)) calculated for (b) a naked cluster, (c) a cluster embed-
ded in ECPs and shell-model PCs and (d) a cluster using the full
embedding. The cluster is the CeO2 cluster used for the O-bridge
site in Paper V. Dashed and solid lines indicate negative and pos-
itive ∆ρ , respectively. The contour level interval is 5.0 ·10−4 e/a3

0
and the contour level cutoffs are set to ±0.02 e/a3

0. Here and in
Fig. 3.5 calculations were performed at the HF level using the ba-
sis set taken from Ref. 34.

and within the surface has been compared for periodic and cluster calculations.
Fig. 3.4 shows the electrostatic potential for the ideal MgO(001) surface (Figs.
3.4a-c) as well as for a 300 K snapshot of a reconstructed MgO(111) surface
(Figs. 3.4d-c). For the ideal MgO(001) surface, the fitted charges have little
effect and could probably be omitted from the embedding, since the minor
differences between Figs. 3.4b and c would probably not have any significant
effect in any modeling application of this cluster. However, for the MgO(111)
surface, a comparison of Figs. 3.4e and f clearly shows that neglect to account
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Figure 3.4: The electrostatic potential from periodic and embedded-cluster
HF calculations with and without fitted PCs in the embedding.
(a-c) for the ideal MgO(001) surface (contour level interval:
10 kJ/mol with cutoffs at ±200 kJ/mol) and (d-f) for a snapshot
of a reconstructed MgO(111) surface at 300 K (contour level in-
terval: 50 kJ/mol with cutoffs at ±1000 kJ/mol). Dashed and solid
lines indicate negative and positive electrostatic potential, respec-
tively.

for the long range electrostatic effects may introduce significant errors in the
description of the surface.

The electronic density of states (DOS) has been calculated using histograms
of the one-electron eigenvalues. For highly ionic materials, such a cluster DOS
can be comparable to the DOS of equivalent periodic calculations, especially
for large clusters where the effects of the cluster boundary can be expected to
be small. Fig. 3.5 shows the DOS from the same periodic and cluster calcu-
lations as in Figs. 3.4d, e and f. The result indicates that, if the embedding
is sufficiently good, the DOSs for the Mg20O20 cluster shows some agreement
with a periodic slab DOS at the same level of theory. However, for the cluster
sizes used in this thesis the numbers of eigenvalues are not large enough to pro-
duce histograms that can be quantitatively compared to a periodic DOS and,
therefore, the cluster DOSs have not been used to evaluate the quality of the
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Figure 3.5: The electronic density of states (DOS) for a reconstructed
MgO(111) surface at 300 K (using the same snapshot as in Fig. 3.4
d-f) calculated from periodic and embedded-cluster calculations
with and without the fitted PCs included in the embedding.

cluster calculations, but rather as a convenient way of analyzing the one elec-
tron eigenvalues, since the size of the clusters makes conventional molecular
energy level diagrams impractical.

3.1.3 Geometry optimization

In this thesis two types of embedded-cluster applications are presented:
MD+QM studies (Papers II and IV) and static QM embedded-cluster stud-
ies for optimized surface structures (with an O vacancy in Paper III and with
an adsorbed CO molecule in Paper V). In the combined MD+QM scheme, the
main objective is to study instantaneous surface structures which are always
different from the minimum energy structure. For this reason, geometry op-
timization of the surface at the QM level is generally not meaningful. In the
MD+QM study of CO adsorption on MgO(001) (Paper II), optimization of the
adsorbed molecule is necessary even for the snapshot calculations, but due to
the weakness of the interaction the changes in surface structure caused by the
adsorbed molecule can be neglected.

In the static QM studies, the embedded QM cluster, constructed using the
FF-relaxed surface (in this thesis, taken as the mean positions of the MD sim-
ulation at low temperature), has been partially reoptimized at the chosen QM
level. In these cases, it is desirable that the reoptimized unperturbed surface
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Figure 3.6: The results from CeO2(110) slab relaxations where the cell param-
eter has been fixed at different values. The figures show CeO2(110)
inter planar distance (d(n,n + 1)) as a function of plane number
counted from the surface (n=1 for the top layer) calculated for Ce
and O ions individually. Dashed lines are the results for the FF-
relaxed 16-layer slab used in Papers III and V, whereas solid lines
show B3LYP results for a 9-layer slab using the basis set of Gen-
nard et al. [34]. (a) B3LYP and FF results using a lattice parameter
of 5.41 Å and (b) B3LYP and FF results using the optimized bulk
lattice parameter for each method (5.552 and 5.41 Å for B3LYP
and FF calculations, respectively).

structure and the FF-relaxed surface structure are rather similar, if not, there
will be inconsistencies in the embedded-cluster model.

Since the description of the surface electronic structure deteriorates from
the center to the boundary of the cluster, the geometry optimization must be
limited to the most central atoms and the influence of boundary errors on the
forces of the cluster must be investigated. However, limiting the optimization
to only a few atoms may in itself be a source of errors. Moreover, when the
PC positions and the non-optimized ion positions in the cluster are taken from
the relaxed FF-structure, there will also be an inconsistency in the procedure
since the minimum energy structure for the the QM and the FF methods most
likely differ. In order to perform geometry optimization in a meaningful way,
the influence of this inconsistency must be established.

In the case of the clean CeO2(110) surface, HF and DFT (the B3LYP and
PW91 functionals) cluster calculations based on the FF-relaxed ionic positions
resulted in some modest structural changes when the centermost ions were re-
optimized in the cluster calculation (Papers III and V). After an increase in the
QM cluster size and a reoptimization of the structure, the differences compared
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to the FF structure remained largely unchanged, indicating that the boundary
errors were small. When more ions in the larger cluster were allowed to relax
the difference compared to the FF structure still remained, which suggested
that the limited number of ions allowed to relax was quite sufficient. The dif-
ference was therefore attributed to the difference in minimum energy structure
between the FF and QM methods themselves.

This may seem contradictory since periodic DFT (PW91) calculations show
reasonable agreement with the force field results in terms of surface relax-
ation [39]. However, periodic test calculations using a 9-layer CeO2 slab with
the same basis set as that used by Gennard et al. [34] reveal that the differences
between the QM and FF surface structures seen in the cluster calculations most
likely originates from the difference in optimized bulk lattice parameter. The
lattice parameter for the FF model coincides with the experimental one (5.41
Å), whereas the the QM methods referred to here consistently predict larger
values (HF:5.545 Å, B3LYP: 5.552 Å and PW91:5.538 Å). If clean slab re-
laxations are performed, fixing the 2D cell at the optimal bulk cell parameter
of each method, the surface relaxations from FF and QM calculations are in
reasonable agreement. This is shown in Fig. 3.6a in the case of B3LYP. How-
ever, if the QM slab calculation is performed using the optimum FF bulk cell
parameter (Fig. 3.6b), the slab expands in the direction perpendicular to the
surface in order to compensate for the small lattice parameter. Interestingly,
the mismatch in optimal lattice parameter also causes a qualitative change in
the relaxation pattern of the surface O layer. The effect of the geometric incon-
sistency between the methods on the other results from the cluster calculations
will be discussed in the following chapter.

3.1.4 Details of the QM calculations

One of the reasons for applying a finite cluster approach to bulk and surface
systems is to be able to utilize the great range of techniques available for
molecular quantum mechanical calculations. Periodic electronic structure cal-
culations have been limited to DFT and HF calculation for the last decades. An
application of Møller-Plesset perturbation theory to the second order (MP2) to
extended systems, has recently been published [40], but is still in its infancy
and the MP2 functionality is not yet included in any publicly available code.
Thus, in terms of the variety of methods, molecular quantum chemistry codes
are far more advanced compared to periodic codes. In this thesis the quantum
chemical methods used are HF, MP2 and various flavors of DFT. The Gaus-
sian 98 [37] and 03 [38] programs were employed for all cluster calculations.
More advanced wave function based methods have been left out in favor of
increased cluster size. However, with increasing computing power, through
the use of extrapolation schemes like ONIOM2,3 [41] and G1-G3 [42–44] or
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incremental procedures [45] more demanding methods may also be applicable
to these systems.

In surface chemistry, the importance of dispersive interactions is one of the
main reasons to go beyond DFT. In Papers II and V, MP2 has been used to
address this problem. However, for our relatively large clusters, geometry op-
timization at the MP2 level was deemed too costly and, moreover, to fully de-
scribe the dispersive interactions higher order corrections in the MP series are
required. In Paper III, we use wavefunction based methods to overcome the
self interaction problem with conventional DFT methods. In Paper V, hybrid-
DFT in the form of B3LYP is used as an alternative approach to the self inter-
action problem although it cannot be considered ab initio, since the functional
is based on empirical parameters and the results for strongly correlated mate-
rials may change depending on the proportions of HF exact exchange used in
the hybrid functional [46].

However, the usefulness of the finite cluster model is not limited to the few
cases where DFT gives an inadequate description. DFT has been successfully
used in the field of surface chemistry for several years by offering an improve-
ment compared to the HF approximation by inclusion of electron correlation
and providing results in reasonable agreement with experimental observations,
all to a comparably low computational cost. It is also for this reason DFT has
been successfully used in molecular quantum chemistry. The main general ob-
jection to DFT, in its present form, is the lack of a possibility to systematically
improve the method. When choosing from the plethora of available function-
als this becomes a problem if there are no higher order methods to compare
with. However, a cluster approach could be used to allow DFT results to be
compared to results from explictly correlated wavefunction methods, which
may help selecting the most suitable functional [47] and for this reason the
use of embedded-cluster calculations could be useful even as a prerequisite for
periodic DFT calculations.

The periodic electronic structure calculations presented in this thesis have
been performed using the CRYSTAL 98 and 03 codes. In contrast to most
periodic ab initio programs, which use plane wave basis sets and treat surface
systems using 3D periodic lamellar models, the CRYSTAL program use Gaus-
sian atomic basis sets and strictly 2D surface slab models. These two features
makes it ideal for comparison with our cluster calculations since it allows us to
compare the cluster and slab models directly using similar methods and basis
sets. It should be noted, however, that the methods and basis sets of course
are handled differently in the periodic and the molecular programs even if the
same type of atomic basis sets in principle are used. For example, the LCAO
approach in the periodic case uses linear combinations of Bloch functions con-
structed from the atomic basis functions [48]. However, even if the basis sets
are not treated in the same way, using the same atomic basis sets in both types
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of calculations makes it possible to find a common level of theory where the
properties of the calculations can be compared. This would be much more
difficult to achieve using plane wave based periodic calculations.

For the estimates of binding energies, the use of atomic basis sets intro-
duces problems with basis set super position errors (BSSE). For all adsorption
and vacancy formation energies reported in this thesis, the BSSE has been cor-
rected for using the counterpoise method [49].

3.2 Combined MD+QM embedded-cluster calculations
Force field based MD simulations can provide a large system description of
metal oxide surfaces as well as the time evolution of the surface ionic posi-
tions for several ns. In this sense, the FF-based MD simulations provide the
possibility for a more realistic surface description, than what is affordable with
periodic electronic structure calculations. The flexibility of the FF used in the
MD simulation is limited, however, and is not generally suited to describe pro-
cesses involving complex charge rearrangements and the formation/breaking
of bonds. Thus, even when a realistic structural surface description can be
achieved using the FF, studying the surface with FF methods alone might not
give answers to questions about what effect the surface structures, seen in the
MD simulation, will have on the chemical activity at the surface.

As mentioned in the the Introduction, the purpose of of the combined
MD+QM procedure presented in this thesis is to take the structural informa-
tion from the MD simulations and investigate its effect on processes requiring
explicit treatment of electrons using QM methods. The method consists of four
steps, the first being the MD simulation (Fig. 3.1). After performing an MD
simulation, sites are selected from the trajectory, and with the embedding pro-
cedure described in Section 3.1, clusters are constructed around the selected
sites. Finally QM calculations are performed for the embedded-clusters. Sim-
ilar MD+QM approaches have been reported previously in the literature for
metal oxide systems, namely in a study of the interaction of H2 with a recon-
structed MgO(111) surface (periodic electronic structure calculations [50]), the
oxygen vacancies at the (110) surface of Ca doped CeO2 (QM cluster calcu-
lations [5, 51]) and thermal disorder effects on the electronic structure of bulk
MgO (periodic electronic structure calculations [52, 53]).

One interesting type of application of the MD+QM method is to investigate
the chemical implications of certain dynamic phenomena seen in the MD simu-
lations. This could be, for example, particularly large ionic displacements [54]
or low coordinated sites appearing after surface reconstruction [50]. Suitable
snapshots can in principle be picked from the simulation directly by analyzing
the atomic positions in the MD trajectory. However, for other chemical pro-
cesses, it might not be obvious what kind of dynamic events to look for in the
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MD trajectory. For these cases some method for screening the MD trajectory
is useful. This has been done for the charge transfer process in Ca doped ce-
ria where an analysis of the Madelung potential was suggested as a method to
screen the trajectory for snapshots where charge transfer between O and Ce
ions might occur at a lower energy [51].

In this thesis, the results from MD+QM calculations have been used to es-
tablish an analysis of the MD output. In Paper II, a correlation was found
between the QM derived adsorption energies of CO on MgO(001) and the elec-
trostatic field above the surface, which allowed the CO adsorption energy to be
estimated using only a fitted function of the electrostatic field, calculated from
the shell-model PCs. Similarly, it was found in Paper IV that the O vacancy
formation energies, calculated from the QM cluster calculations, could be re-
produced by calculating the vacancy formation energy using the FF of the MD
simulation as an interaction model. In both Paper II and IV the correlations
found between the QM cluster results and the properties of the MD snapshots
were used as tools to analyze MD trajectories for related surface systems (see
the following Sections 4.1.2 and 4.2.3).

In order for the cluster approach to be successful in overcoming the diffi-
culties with periodically repeating defects etc. in the super-cell approach, a
high quality cluster embedding should be used. The interactions that extend
outside the periodic unit in the super-cell approach might otherwise also ruin
the cluster description. In the combined QM+MD approach there are also
other features demanding a high quality embedding. The structural differences
between snapshots may be subtle and therefore the quality of the embedding
must be good enough so that errors in the embedding do not obscure the ef-
fects of the structural changes. On the other hand, the changes may be drastic,
which requires the embedding procedure to be robust so that the quality does
not change between snapshots. To test whether or not the embedded-cluster
approach, in general and our embedding scheme in particular, can be success-
fully used within our QM+MD procedure comparisons with periodic electronic
structure calculations were made for the surface snapshots using the same peri-
odic unit in both the MD simulation and the periodic calculations (as described
in Section 3.1.2 and Paper I).

3.2.1 Details of the MD generated data

All MD simulations have been performed using an in-house written MD code
for surfaces and solids [33, 55]. The simulations have been carried out, ei-
ther within the NµT (constant temperature and stress) or the NVT formalisms.
The surface systems have been modeled using 2D periodic slabs. This slab
construction enables us to completely avoid any interactions between adja-
cent slabs, contrary to the case with the much used three-dimensional lamellar
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constructions, where the 3D periodic MD-box is left partially unfilled along
the z-direction.

All simulations were carried out using shell-model potentials [56] and the
core-core, shell-core and shell-shell Coulombic interactions between ions a
and b are given by

UCoulomb
ab =

1
4πε0

(
qc,aqc,b

rc,a,c,b
+

qs,aqc,b

rs,a,c,b
+

qc,aqs,b

rc,a,s,b
+

qs,aqs,b

rs,a,s,b

)
(3.1)

Short range shell-shell interactions are included according to

U short
i j = Ai j exp

(−ri j

ρi j

)
− Ci j

r6
ji

(3.2)

The ionic polarization was handled using a core-shell potential:
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1
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k1d2
i +

1
24

k2d4
i (3.3)

where di is the core-shell displacement for ion i. These potentials give the total
interaction energy.
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Details about the potential parameters used can be found elsewhere (MgO [33]
and CeO2 [55]), but it is worth pointing out that the Mg ions have been treated
as unpolarizable in all simulations.

The Coulombic interactions has been treated using an Ewald summation
technique for 2D periodic systems, according to the methods outlined by Parry
and Heyes et al. [31,32]. All simulations have been performed using adiabatic
dynamics [57].

3.2.2 MD+QM vs. ab initio MD
One of the apparent shortcomings of the MD+QM procedure is that the sur-
face dynamics is treated independently form the phenomena studied at the QM
level. Although this may be a valid approximation for some systems, inter-
actions involving chemisorbed molecules or the formation of defects will of
course affect the dynamics of the surface. For these systems, ab initio-MD,
where the interactions between all particles in the simulation are calculated
using the electronic structure methods, seems a more sensible approach. The
computational cost of performing ab initio-MD simulations is, however, very
high and this means that one needs to limit the calculations to even less than
what can be afforded in static periodic electronic structure calculations in terms
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of system size and/or computational method, and that the simulation time af-
fordable with ab initio-MD is much shorter than for FF based MD. On the
other hand, comparing our MD+QM approach to ab initio MD is not entirely
justified. Our MD+QM procedure described in this thesis should not be viewed
as a hybrid QM/MM [41] or QM/MM-MD [58] method. It is better described
as a tool for studying the average dynamics and dynamic events as determined
by the MD simulation and investigating the implications of the dynamics on a
chosen chemical process.
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Applications in metal oxide surface chemistry

4.1 Oxygen vacancy formation
4.1.1 Vacancy formation on a static CeO(110) surface

Theoretical modeling of oxygen vacancy formation in ceria can be viewed as
a first step towards the understanding of ceria as an oxygen storage material
and as an active catalyst. Calculating the electronic structure of the vacancy
has for some time been problematic using standard periodic DFT techniques.
Ce2O3 can be described with the use of the so-called core state model for
the Ce4f -states whereas CeO2 requires the Ce4f -states to be treated as va-
lence states [59]. For partially reduced CeO2, it is unclear which method is
the most suitable. The formation energy for the O vacancy is lowered when
the core state model is used to describe the reduced Ce ions closest to the va-
cancies [60], but the valence state model should be more appropriate since it
does not require any assumptions about the location of the excess electrons left
when the vacancy is formed. However, treating the f -states as valence states
leads to a delocalization of the f -electrons [60, 61] in contrast to experimental
findings [62–65]. Recently, LDA+U calculations have been more successful
in describing partially reduced ceria bulk [61] and CeO2 surfaces [66, 67].

(b)(a)

Figure 4.1: Structure of the optimized reduced Ce10O19� cluster. (a) Top
view and (b) side view. Large white spheres represent O ions. The
smaller grey and black spheres represent Ce ions treated using the
full and reduced basis set, respectively. The smallest black spheres
are the Ce total-ion ECPs.
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Figure 4.2: Spin density maps of the optimized reduced Ce10O19� embedded-
cluster calculated at the UMP2 level for cross sections in the (a)
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An alternative, wavefunction based approach to modeling the vacancy for-
mation at the CeO2(110) surface is presented in this thesis. The embedded-
cluster calculations in Paper III predict a vacancy formation energy (Evac) of
3.1-3.2 eV at the MP2 level. When the vacancy is formed, the surface O ion
next to the vacancy assumes a bridging position between the Ce ions closest
to the vacancy, which in turn are pushed slightly away from each other (Fig.
4.1). These results are similar to the ones observed in periodic DFT calcula-
tions [68] (Evac: 3.2-2.5 eV), but differ from the periodic DFT+U results of
Nolan et al. [67], where a significantly smaller Evac is predicted (2.0 eV) and
no bridging oxygen structure is seen.

The electronic structure results from the embedded-cluster calculations in
Paper III indicate that, for a single O vacancy, a parallel ordering of the spins
of the excess electrons is favorable and that these electrons are completely lo-
calized on the two surface Ce ions closest to the vacancy (Fig. 4.2). Further
analysis of the spin density revealed that the excess electron density on each of
the two Ce ions is shaped like an f -function when viewed in the [11̄0] direction.
These cluster calculations were performed using both an unrestricted (U) and
a restricted open-shell (RO) approach, and both methods are in agreement in
terms of vacancy formation energy, vacancy geometry and spin density. How-
ever, the cluster DOS (Fig. 4.3) show qualitative difference in the position of
the occupied Ce f -states. For UHF, the states appear close to the top of the
valence band, whereas for ROHF, the states are located close to the bottom
of the conduction band. The UHF result seems somewhat more in line with
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS/UPS) results [62–65] for partially reduced
CeO2(111), but one should be aware that the HF one-electron eigenvalues can-
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Figure 4.3: DOS calculated as a histogram over the cluster one-electron eigen-
values for the optimized, reduced embedded Ce10O19� cluster us-
ing (a) UHF and (b) ROHF and (c) HF for the optimized unre-
duced embedded Ce10O20 cluster. Solid lines indicate occupied
states and dashed lines are virtual states. The arrows indicate the
positions of the unpaired electron states.

not be considered directly comparable to the experimental electronic binding
energies.

It is interesting to note that the embedded-cluster results are so similar to
the periodic DFT results [68] in terms of the vacancy formation energy and
vacancy geometry although the electronic structure is entirely different. In fact,
this vacancy geometry has also been found in force field calculations in the
literature [5,55]. In MD simulations of partially reduced [55] and Ca doped [5]
CeO2(110)-slabs, the bridging surface O ions have been found for all surface
vacancies, regardless of whether the cations next to the vacancies were Ce4+,
Ce3+ or Ca2+. Thus the geometry at the vacancy does not seem to depend
on the details of the electronic structure, but is more likely an electrostatic
effect where the surface ions displace to compensate for the loss of a negatively
charged neighbor.

The delocalization of the excess electrons in periodic DFT calculations is
related to the problem of describing strongly correlated materials using the
standard LDA and GGA functionals. The inexact treatment of exchange causes
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Figure 4.4: Spin density maps of the optimized reduced embedded Ce10O19�
cluster calculated using B3LYP for cross sections in the (a) (011),
(b) (001) and (c) (11̄0) planes. Full and dashed contours indicate
positive and negative values, respectively. The contours levels are
the same as in Fig. 4.2.

an electron to interact with itself (self interaction), which for systems with
strongly correlated electrons often results in a metallic ground state [69, 70].
Hybrid-DFT methods have been suggested as a way to overcome this prob-
lem [46, 71]. By including HF exact exchange in the functional, localization
can be achieved. As briefly mentioned in Paper III, cluster calculations using
the B3LYP functional have been performed for the reduced cluster, and the
resulting distribution of the excess electrons (Fig. 4.4) is similar to the UMP2
results. The B3LYP functional only includes 20 % of the HF exchange energy
and yet it appears to correct for the self-interaction. Viewing the B3LYP func-
tional as including 100 % exact exchange with -80 % HF exchange, interpreted
as a contribution to the correlation energy, has been suggested as an explana-
tion for why B3LYP can overcome self interaction problem [71]. However,
including only 20 % HF exchange is not always sufficient to correct for the
self interaction [72].

4.1.2 Influence of surface dynamics on vacancy formation

Using the embedded-cluster model, established to work well for the static
CeO2(110) surface, the O reactivity was investigated for dynamically distorted
CeO2(110) surface structures in Paper IV. Following the scheme described
in Section 3.2, snapshots were sampled from force-field based MD simula-
tions of a CeO2(110) surface at 300 K. For each snapshot, the energy required
to rigidly remove an oxygen atom from the surface was calculated using the
embedded-cluster approach. This energy is not a vacancy formation energy in
the normal sense since no geometry optimization is performed. Instead, this
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Figure 4.5: Vacancy formation energies from embedded QM cluster calcula-
tions for snapshots sampled from the last picosecond of the MD
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energy can be seen as a measure of the depth of the potential well in which the
O atom resides, and as an estimate of the reactivity of the ion. By scanning
several snapshots, the time variation of this O reactivity has been investigated.

Fig. 4.5 shows the variation in O reactivity for the last 0.8 ps of an MD
simulation at 300 K. UHF and UMP2 results differ by ∼3 eV, but the varia-
tions with time are almost identical. Although these time variations are sig-
nificant, the main features of the excess electron density remain the same for
all the snapshots studied and show the same localization to the surface Ce ions
close to the vacancy. Based on this observation, it appeared possible that the
origin of the vacancy formation energy variations might be found in the elec-
trostatics and that it would be worthwhile to try to apply a simple electrostatic
model similar to the one used to predict the charge transfer energy in Ca doped
CeO2 [51]. Triguero et al. [51] argue that the variation in charge transfer en-
ergy (the energy required to transfer an electron from an O ion to a Ce ion)
is largely determined by the variation in the Madelung potential at the ionic
sites. However, extending this argument to account for the transfer of 2 elec-
trons, from an O ion to two Ce ions (one electron each), did not result in a
time variation similar to the vacancy formation energies calculated using the
QM cluster model in Paper IV. The model presented in Ref. 51 considers the
Madelung potential at the O and Ce sites as well as the distance between the
Ce and O sites, but does not account for any other changes in the electronic
structure. As an improvement over this electrostatic model, the energy cost of
removing an O atom from the surface was calculated using the force field of
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Figure 4.6: Vacancy formation energies for snapshots of the MD simulation
of CeO2(110) at 300 K calculated from UMP2 results (solid line)
and calculated as the energy difference between the reduced and
unreduced cluster using a FF interaction model (dashed line). (a)
shows the results using the same FF as in the MD simulation and
(b) shows the results when the FF for the reduced Ce ions has been
modified and only electron transfer to the Ce ions is considered.

the MD simulation (used in Paper IV and in simulations of partially reduced
ceria [55]) including the change in the short range interactions (as defined in
the FF) and the change in ionic polarization upon vacancy formation by op-
timizing the positions of the shell charges. These force field derived vacancy
formation energies were found to display a time variation, which closely re-
sembled the time variation seen in the QM results (Fig. 4.6a). By modifying
the shell-model parameters for the Ce3+ ions and assuming only partial elec-
tron transfer to these Ce ions, an even better agreement was achieved (Fig.
4.6b).

There is experimental evidence that doping with Ca lowers the light-off tem-
perature (the temperature corresponding to 50% conversion) for the oxidation
of CO by CeO2 [5]. The FF-only method for calculating O vacancy formation
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Figure 4.7: The distribution of vacancy formation energies for (a) CeO2 (110)
at 300 K and 750 K (dashed lines) and 12.5 % Ca doped CeO2
(110) (solid line) (b) CeO2 (110) at 300 K (dashed line) and in-
dividual O sites at the 12.5 % Ca doped CeO2 (110) surface at
300 K (solid lines). (c) A snapshot of the topmost two layers of the
12.5 % Ca-doped CeO2 (110) slab at 300 K. Black, white and gray
spheres indicate Ce, O and Ca ions, respectively. The vacancy for-
mation energy distributions in (a) and (b) were constructed from
Gaussian functions fitted to histograms collected for several MD
snapshots.

energies described in Paper IV provided a tool for predicting the O reactivity
in related CeO2 systems at a much lower computational cost than using the
embedded QM cluster calculations. In this way, the results for CeO2 at 300 K
was extrapolated and used in the analysis of MD simulations at higher temper-
ature (750 K) and to Ca doped CeO2 at 300 K. For this analysis the original
FF, without the modifications (see Fig. 4.6), was used.

For the 750 K MD simulation data, we found, as expected, a broadening of
the vacancy formation energy distribution compared to the 300 K results (Fig.
4.7a). For the Ca doped surface, the curve in Fig. 4.7a was calculated including
all O surface ions, and the resulting combined distribution for the O ions dis-
plays features both at higher and lower energies compared to the results for the
undoped surface. The A1-A3 ions (Fig. 4.7c) are significantly displaced from
their original positions in the undoped surface and also perform the largest
instantaneous displacements during the simulation, which may be the reason
why they give rise to the broadest distributions in Fig. 4.7b. However, these
O ions are not likely candidate sites for high O reactivity, since, in spite of the
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dynamical broadening of their individual distributions, the vacancy formation
energies still lie significantly higher than the energies for the undoped surface.
At lower energies we found O sites coordinating to both a Ca ion and a low
coordinated Ce ion. This result seems reasonable, since a Ca2+ ion should
not attract an O ion as strongly as Ce4+, and low coordinated Ce4+ ions have
previously been shown to be more easily reduced [5]. However, more subtle
differences in the local structure also affect the vacancy formation energy. The
C1-C4 sites all fulfill the above criteria for high reactivity, but in the case of C1
and C2, the displacements of the A1 and A2 ions (from the position in the un-
doped slab) seems to counteract the effect of the Ca, and the low coordinated
Ce ion.

In general, the analysis of the individual distributions for the different O
sites on the Ca doped CeO2(110) surface (Paper IV) showed that the structure
around the O sites has a larger impact on the vacancy formation energy than
the dynamics, although, for a given site, the dynamic variation of the vacancy
formation energy is still significant.

4.2 CO adsorption
4.2.1 CO adsorption on a static MgO(001) surface
The CO/MgO system has been much studied from both a theoretical and an
experimental point of view. Over the last 30 years, theoretical results for the
adsorption energy have ranged from 0.01 to 0.58 eV [8, 16, 73–82] for the CO
molecule adsorbed on the clean MgO(001) surface. Except for some of the
earliest results [83], the theoretical results agree in that the CO molecule ad-
sorbs to the surface Mg ion in a C-end down orientation. Experimentally, the
adsorption energy was believed to be 0.40-0.48 eV [84,85] until very accurate
TPD measurements were carried out at low temperatures where adsorption
on the unperturbed surface was found at 0.14 eV [86]. The higher adsorp-
tion energies, reported earlier, were attributed to CO adsorption at defect sites,
which had also been suggested in earlier theoretical work [8]. However, it
was only quite recently that theoretical calculations could accurately reproduce
the experimental adsorption energy. By explicitly taking electron correlation
into account by means of MP2, the failure of earlier DFT calculations could
be explained in terms of dispersion [81]. Being so thoroughly studied, the
CO-MgO(001) system was considered well suited for a first application of the
method described in Chapter 3, since the ambiguity in the early results con-
cerning adsorption on the clean surface had been resolved and CO/MgO(001)
represents a system where there is a need to go beyond DFT.

The results from our calculations in Paper II showed a similar differ-
ence in adsorption energy (Eads) between B3LYP (Eads=0.05 eV) and MP2
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.8: Optimized structure for the CO adsorption on CeO2(110) from
embedded-cluster calculations at the B3LYP level. (a) The
physisorbed CO molecule at the surface Ce site and (b) the
chemisorbed CO at the O-bridge site, forming a CO3-like com-
plex. The color scheme for the surface ions is the same as in Fig.
4.1.

(Eads=0.12 eV) compared to the results of earlier ONIOM-type calculations
[81] (Eads=0.05 eV and 0.11 eV for B3LYP and MP2, respectively) using the
same basis set and geometry. However, our cluster results came slightly closer
to the experimental of 0.14 eV. In Ref. [81], it was shown that the adsorption
energy could be improved by increasing the basis set. However, changing the
basis set from aug-cc-pVTZ to aug-cc-pVQZ (for the C and O atoms) only
gave an Eads increase of 0.01 eV [81]. Thus, our calculations indicate that,
when a basis set as good as aug-cc-pVTZ is used for C and O atoms, the accu-
racy of the structural model is as important as the basis set size.

4.2.2 CO adsorption on a static CeO2(110) surface
Similar to the CO/MgO system, CO adsorption on CeO2(110) also displays
weak physisorption at the surface cation site [87, 88], which suggests that the
adsorption is dominated by electrostatic interactions between the ionic sub-
strate and the polarized CO molecule. The purpose of the study in Paper V
was to investigate the CO/ CeO2(110) system using hybrid-DFT in the form of
B3LYP. The adsorption energy found in our embedded-cluster calculations us-
ing B3LYP , is smaller (0.10 eV) than the corresponding periodic DFT result
(0.18 eV) published earlier [87] for this system. Vibrational analysis of our
embedded-cluster calculations showed a small blue-shift (+9 cm−1) of the CO
stretching frequency compared to the gas phase value, which is also somewhat
smaller that the periodic DFT result (+15 cm−1) [87].

MP2 calculations for the geometry optimized at the B3LYP level gave a sig-
nificant increase in Eads (Eads=0.22 eV) compared to B3LYP, indicating that,
as in the case of CO/MgO(001), dispersive interactions may play an impor-
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tant role [81]. However, the estimate of the dispersive contribution to the ph-
ysisorption energy in Paper V should be viewed with some caution since fairly
small basis sets were used in the MP2 calculations, whereas the calculations
for CO on MgO(001) required much larger basis sets to account for the dis-
persive interactions. Furthermore, one would generally have to go to a higher
level of theory (than MP2) to fully account for the dispersion. Thus, in order to
obtain a quantitative estimate of the dispersion contribution to the interaction
energy, more sophisticated calculations than those reported in Paper V would
be necessary.

Changing the functional to PW91 (for both exchange and correlation) gave
an adsorption energy of 0.15 eV, which is closer to the periodic PW91 results
of Yang et al. (0.18 eV) [87]. The agreement between our embedded cluster
PW91 and the periodic PW91 [87] result is also reasonable for the C-O and
Ce-C bond distances. However, our cluster PW91 calculations also predicted
a very small red-shift (-5 cm−1) of the CO stretching vibration, in contrast
to both our B3LYP cluster calculations and the periodic PW91 calculations.
However, although minor differences exists between the methods and models
used by us and the periodic DFT calculations in Ref. 87, the physisorption
results in Paper V are in reasonable agreement with the periodic calculations
and using B3LYP embedded-cluster calculations seem to be a valid approach,
expecially in the case of chemisorption where the dispersive interactions prob-
ably are less important.

In contrast to the case of CO adsorption on MgO(001), the CeO2(110) sur-
face also displays chemisorption of CO [87]. The B3LYP calculations in Pa-
per V predicted the formation of a CO3-like species by adsorption of CO at
the O-bridge site with a large adsorption energy, 2.12 eV (compared to 1.88 eV
in Ref. 87). This type of adsorption has not been seen in earlier cluster calcula-
tions of CO on CeO2(110) [88]. The formation of the surface carbonate causes
a significant increase in the CO bond length and the CO stretching vibration is
red-shifted by 467 cm−1. This is also in agreement with the pervious results
using periodic DFT although our B3LYP calculations predict a significantly
stronger interaction in terms of adsorption energy and vibrational frequency
shift. The difference electron density distribution (Fig. 4.9a) reveals a partial
reduction of the Ce ion in the sub-surface layer, directly underneath the ad-
sorbed CO molecule. This excess density shows up in the electronic DOS as
a new peak in the band gap just below the Ce 4f band (Figs. 4.9b and c). The
periodic DFT calculations, on the other hand, shifts the Ce 4f band so that the
system becomes conducting when the surface is partially reduced, similar to
the case of reduced ceria discussed in Section 4.1.

As mention in Section 4.1, such metallic behavior has been explained as
a problem with standard implementations of DFT failing to handle strongly
localized f -electrons due to self interaction errors. However, the charge trans-
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0. (b) DOS calculated for the CeO2(110)
embedded-cluster with a chemisorbed CO molecule and (c) DOS
for the clean CeO2(110) embedded-cluster. Here (b and c), solid
and dashed lines indicate occupied and virtual states, respectively.

fered from to the surface, in the cluster calculations, is not completely localized
on the closest Ce ion. Instead, surface O ions close to the CO3 complex also
attract some of the electron density. This result is different from the O vacancy
formation results seen above (Section 4.1). Furthermore, the difference elec-
tron density distribution (Fig. 4.9a) shows that the electronic redistribution,
upon chemisorption, extends further than the super-cell used in the periodic
DFT calculations [87]. The limited super-cell size may give rise to interac-
tions between the adsorbed CO and its periodic images causing an artificial
dispersion of the states associated with the adsorbed molecule, and since the
cluster DOS shows a new state very close to the Ce 4f band a slight dispersion
of this level may lead to a conducting ground state as that seen in the periodic
DFT calculations [87]. Thus, although the predominant f -character of the new
gap state (found in our embedded-cluster calculations) suggests that the metal-
lic ground state seen in Ref. 87 could be caused by self interaction, the effect
of the super-cell size cannot be ruled out.

4.2.3 Influence of surface dynamics on the CO/MgO(001) ad-
sorption

In Paper II, CO adsorption calculations at the MP2 level for 41 evenly sam-
pled snapshots of the last picosecond of a 50 K NVT MD simulation of the
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z ), where the contributions from
the MgO4 unit closest to the CO molecule and the rest of the sur-
face were fitted as separate parameters.

MgO(001) surface showed that the Eads varies between 0.105 and 0.135 eV
with an average of 0.122 eV during this time interval. At the B3LYP level, the
energy is considerably lower, but the variations are almost identical, indicating
that the dispersion contribution to the binding energy is largely independent of
the surface dynamics at this low temperature. Further analysis of the cluster
calculations (in paper II) showed that the C-O bond length varies in correla-
tion with the surface electrostatic field which is in agreement with previous
observations of how bond lengths of diatomic molecules change when a uni-
form electrostatic field is applied [89]. Furthermore, it was found that a linear
combination of the variations in the C-O and C-Mg bond lengths could mimic
the time variations seen for the embedded-cluster adsorption energy.

The electrostatic field from the shell-model ions (F SM
z ) showed a reason-

able agreement with the field from the cluster calculations when the shell-
positions were reoptimized for each snapshot. Fitting a linear function of the
z-component of this field to Eads, resulted in a fairly close fit (Fig. 4.10a).
From an analysis of the local geometry around the adsorption site a correlation
was found between C-Mg bond length and F SM

z from the Mg ion beneath the
CO and its four nearest surface O neighbors. In other words, the C-O bond
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the MD simulations.

length depends on the total electrostatic field and the C-Mg bond length de-
pends on the local structure at the adsorption site. It was therefore possible to
predict Eads using a fitted linear expression in terms of the electrostatic field
contributions from the adsorption site (F SM−near

z ) and from the remaining sur-
face (FSM− f ar

z ) (Fig. 4.10b).
Since such a prediction using the electrostatic field is based only on the

surface structures of the MD trajectory and the FF interaction model it was
possible to apply the result to other similar MgO surface systems. Thus us-
ing the relation between the Eads and the surface induced electrostatic field,
Eads distributions were calculated for MgO(001) at 50 K, 80 K and 150 K.
The resulting distributions show an increasing width with increasing tempera-
ture (Fig. 4.11). However, it appears that the dynamic surface distortions are
not large enough to make the adsorption site repulsive at temperatures below
150 K.
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Concluding remarks and future work

The goal of this thesis work was to develop a method to combine MD simula-
tion results with QM embedded cluster calculations and apply this method to
oxide surface systems. Three different applications of the MD+QM approach
have been presented:

• O vacancy formation and CO adsorption at the CeO2(110) surface.
Here, our embedded cluster model was implemented, tested and applied
in static electronic structure calculations, making use of wavefunction
based methods to complement earlier periodic DFT calculations.

• The implications of the surface dynamics on QM-derived properties.
The applications of the MD+QM procedure were focused on the ideal
MgO(001) and CeO2(110) surfaces. The studies of the effects of the
relatively well behaved dynamics of these surfaces gave an understand-
ing of how the surface dynamics affects the CO adsorption and vacancy
formation on the MgO and CeO2 surface, respectively, which is neces-
sary prerequisite for further applications to systems with more dramatic
dynamic features. The analysis of the time variation in both the MD
snapshots and the QM calculations, also showed how the properties of
the MD trajectory were correlated to properties of the QM calculations.

• Exploration of the correlation between the QM results and the proper-
ties of the MD snapshots to analyze the results of other MD simulations.
From the beginning it was clear that some preliminary analysis of the
MD trajectory had to be performed in order to select suitable snapshots
for the combined MD+QM procedure. Within this thesis work, a strat-
egy was developed to explore possible correlations between FF and QM
results, which were subsequently used as tools for analyzing the MD
simulations of similar chemical systems without having to preform fur-
ther QM calculations. This approach thus provides a complement to
conventional structural and dynamical MD analysis and can be used as
a method for screening the MD trajectories for interesting snapshots.

This thesis demonstrates how the MD+QM approach can be applied in model-
ing of oxide surface chemistry and shows examples of the kind of information
can be obtained through such applications.
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5.1 Future development and improvements
Although the results presented in this thesis show that meaningful and inter-
esting results can be obtained through the use of the MD+QM procedure for
metal oxide surfaces, there is of course still room for further development and
improvements to the method. By designing the force field and running the MD
simulations specifically with subsequent QM calculations in mind, the appli-
cability of the method could be improved. This could, for example, involve
ab initio derived FFs that better match the properties of the QM methods used
in the cluster calculations. If reactant and product force fields were developed
and included in the MD description the MD+QM procedure could be used for
studying surface reactions. From snapshots of an MD simulation of the re-
actant/surface complex, the energy difference using the reactant and product
force fields could be probed. Snapshots with small energy differences should
be close to the transition state structure for which subsequent QM calculations
could be performed.

By extending the cluster calculations using a scheme similar to the ONIOM
method [41], the total energy could be evaluated for different snapshots, in-
cluding contributions from the QM cluster calculations. Using an ONIOM ap-
proach, forces could also be evaluated which opens up the possibility for doing
QM/MM or QM/MM-MD where a small part of the surface could be treated
quantum mechanically and the remaining surface could be described by a con-
ventional force field. The advantage of such a procedure compared to ordinary
ab initio-MD would be that the large system description of the surface from
the FF-MD could be maintained when only applying the QM procedure to a
limited region. The implementation of such a method would require changing
the MD procedure by optimizing shell positions for each time step rather than
using adiabatic dynamics and possibly also modify the FF to better match the
structure and energetics of the QM method. Furthermore, the computational
efficiency of the embedding procedure and the cluster calculations would have
to be taken into consideration.
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